YELLOW POLKA DOT BIKINI

SHE WAS A-[D]-FRAID TO COME OUT OF THE [A] LOCKER {BOP-A-DOP}
SHE WAS AS NERVOUS AS SHE COULD [D] BE {BOP-A-DOP}
SHE WAS AFRAID TO COME OUT OF THE [G] LOCKER {BOP-A-DOP}
SHE WAS [A] AFRAID THAT SOMEBODY WOULD [D/] SEE
{ TWO THREE FOUR - TELL THE PEOPLE WHAT SHE WORE}

[D/] IT WAS AN
[A] ITSY BITSY TEENIE WEENIE [D] YELLOW POLKA DOT BIKINI
[A] THAT SHE WORE FOR THE [D] FIRST TIME TODAY {OH YEAH!}
AN [A] ITSY BITSY TEENIE WEENIE [D] YELLOW POLKA DOT BIKINI
[A] SO IN THE LOCKER SHE WANTED TO [D/] STAY
{ TWO THREE FOUR - TELL THE PEOPLE WHAT SHE WORE}

SHE WAS A-[D]-FRAID TO COME OUT IN THE [A] OPEN {BOP-A-DOP}
SO A BLANKET AROUND HER SHE [D] WORE {BOP-A-DOP}
SHE WAS AFRAID TO COME OUT IN THE [G] OPEN {BOP-A-DOP}
AND SO SHE [D] SAT BUNDLED [A] UP ON THE [D/] SHORE
{ TWO THREE FOUR - TELL THE PEOPLE WHAT SHE WORE}

[D/] IT WAS AN
[A] ITSY BITSY TEENIE WEENIE [D] YELLOW POLKA DOT BIKINI
[A] THAT SHE WORE FOR THE [D] FIRST TIME TODAY {OH YEAH!}
AN [A] ITSY BITSY TEENIE WEENIE [D] YELLOW POLKA DOT BIKINI
[A] SO IN THE BLANKET SHE WANTED TO [D/] STAY
{ TWO THREE FOUR - STICK AROUND WE'LL TELL YOU MORE}

NOW SHE S-[D]-FRAID TO COME OUT OF THE [A] WATER {BOP-A-DOP}
AND I WONDER WHAT SHE'S GONNA [D] DO {BOP-A-DOP}
NOW SHE'S AFRAID TO COME OUT OF THE [G] WATER {BOP-A-DOP}
AND THE [D] POOR LITTLE [A] GIRL'S TURNING [D/] BLUE
{ TWO THREE FOUR - TELL THE PEOPLE WHAT SHE WORE}

[D/] IT WAS AN
[A] ITSY BITSY TEENIE WEENIE [D] YELLOW POLKA DOT BIKINI
[A] THAT SHE WORE FOR THE [D] FIRST TIME TODAY {OH YEAH!}
AN [A] ITSY BITSY TEENIE WEENIE [D] YELLOW POLKA DOT BIKINI
[A] SO IN THE WATER SHE WANTED TO [D/] STAY
{ TWO THREE FOUR - STICK AROUND WE'LL TELL YOU MORE}

FROM THE [D] LOCKER TO THE [A] BLANKET
FROM THE BLANKET TO THE [D] SHORE
FROM THE SHORE TO THE [A] WATER
GUESS THERE ISN'T... ANY [D/] MORE
{ [D/] CHA [D/] CHA [D/] CHA} {OH YEAH!}